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The present thesis discusses the theories of style and examines the 
major models of stylistics, on the basis of which it proposes an 
analytical model to explore the micro stylistic features and the macro 
structure of English Online Company Profiles (EOCP), a variety that 
is widely used in contemporary business world. The proposed 
analytical model employs the approach of Systemic Functional 
Stylistics (SFS) as the general framework while using theories 
proposed by Crystal & Davy as a complement in specific sample 
analysis. It is hoped that this thesis will testify the hypothesis that it is 
possible to adopt an eclectic approach in stylistic analysis, to make up 
for the deficiency in either SFS or traditional stylistics. It is also 
hoped that the paper will contribute to the pedagogical research in 
writing and translation of EOCP, thus facilitating international 
business communication. For the above purpose, a database is set up, 
which is composed of 50 English online company profiles from 
different companies in major industries.  
The present thesis is composed of an introduction, four chapters and a 
conclusion. Chapter One discusses the diverse meanings of style and 
different approaches to stylistics, thus providing a theoretical 
background for the present study. Chapter Two is a critical study of 
the two most influential models of contemporary stylistics, namely 














Chapter Three is a description of the present study, setting out the 
research goal, defining the scope of research and outlining the 
analytical framework. Chapter Four is a detailed analysis of EOCP in 
terms of the micro features and macro structure. A conclusion is 
drawn on the basis of the analysis, which sums up the 
accomplishment of the research and its application in the writing and 
translation of company profiles in business communication. . 
Key Words: Stylistics, Systemic Functional Stylistics, Crystal & 
Davy’s Model, Genre Analysis, English Online 
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The present thesis discusses the theories of style and examines the major 
models of stylistics, on the basis of which it proposes an analytical model 
to explore the micro stylistic features and the macro structure of English 
Online Company Profiles (EOCP), a variety that is widely used in 
contemporary business world. The proposed analytical model employs the 
approach of Systemic Functional Stylistics (SFS) as the general 
framework while using theories proposed by Crystal & Davy as a 
complement in specific sample analysis. It is hoped that this thesis will 
testify the hypothesis that it is possible to adopt an eclectic approach in 
stylistic analysis, to make up for the deficiency in either SFS or traditional 
stylistics. It is also hoped that the paper will contribute to the pedagogical 
research in writing and translation of EOCP, thus facilitating international 
business communication.  
 
The Theoretical Background of the Present Research  
Language is not a homogeneous phenomenon. It has a wide range of 
varieties. People have to employ an appropriate variety of language in 
response to a given situation. Therefore, the interest in stylistics, a 
discipline that studies the varieties of language in use, is fast spreading.  
 
The history of stylistics can be traced back to ancient Greece. However, it 















Charles Bally in 1909 and the works of Sechaye in 1908. Over the past 
century, this young discipline has flourished rapidly along with the 
development of modern linguistics. 
 
The approaches to stylistic studies are associated with the development of 
theories of language. Therefore, schools of stylistics are usually 
distinguished according to the different linguistic schools upon which 
they are based, such as structural stylistics, transformational-generative 
stylistics, Prague School stylistics, Systemic Functional Stylistics, 
discourse stylistics, contextualized stylistics, etc. (Liu Shisheng, 1997: 5).  
In structural stylistics, the analysis of stylistic features is conducted on the 
basis of Saussure’s structural theory. Representative stylisticians of this 
school include Bally, Riffaterre and Ohmann. With 
transformational-generative stylistics, style is a way of writing; the 
surface structures that come from the same deep structure provide the 
writer with different ways of expressing the same meaning. Structural 
stylistics and generative stylistics belong to formal stylistics because they 
are formed on the basis of formal linguistic theories. In contrast, Prague 
School and systemic functional stylistics are considered functional 
stylistics as they study style in terms of the functions that language fulfills 
in real use.  
 
The theoretical basis of discourse stylistics is the theory of discourse 
analysis, or the socio-linguistic analysis of natural language. It is 















Contextualized stylistics is based on the view that the way people treat 
objects in the world relies on their viewpoint; which reflects the features 
of the socio-history and socio-culture they are associated with. With 
contextualized stylistics, the analysis of literary text should “demonstrate 
the decisive standpoints of the text, illustrating how meaning and 
interpretation are produced” (Liu Shisheng, 1997: 47). Discourse 
stylistics and contextualized stylistics are both under the strong influence 
of systemic functional grammar.  
 
Stylistic analysis was originally restricted to the study of literary works. 
Now its research range has been widened to cover both literary and 
non-literary language. In this regard, stylistics can also be divided into 
two kinds, general stylistics and literary stylistics. The former refers to the 
studies of non-literary varieties of language while the latter studies 
literary texts.  
 
In recent years, stylistic analysis has focused not only on the micro 
stylistic features of the text but also the macro generic features, 
incorporating the methods of both discourse analysis and genre analysis, 
with the latter exerting great influence on stylistic studies. The term genre 
is associated with the social processes which “unfold as a structure, step 
by step, with each element contributing to the global function of the social 
process in linguistic means”(Ventola, 1987: 2). Genre analysis highlights 

















As genre analysis explores the organizational pattern of the text for 
specific communicative purposes, the research of the generic structure 
will help to organize texts appropriately to achieve different social 
functions and communicative purposes. In recent years, considerable 
researches have been conducted on generic structures, among which the 
prominent work done by Hasan who proposed the “Generic Structure 
Potential” (GSP) to allow a systematic and consistent description of texts 
in terms of the elements that have been included. She describes the 
organizational structure of a text in terms of genre, which has its 
obligatory and optional elements. Hasan holds that the obligatory 
elements are genre-defining. Martin (1985: 253-4) further offers a 
“tentative” system network and realization rules for genres. Other 
scholars such as Hoey, Labov and Swales have also proposed analytical 
models to interpret the generic structure of various types of texts. To 
sum-up, genre analysis has become an important part of stylistic studies. 
 
Among the various stylistic theories, the Systemic Functional Stylistics is 
one of the most influential. The SFS approach focuses its studies on the 
functions that the language in the text plays with reference to the context 
of situation. In this way, it relates texts with the outside world and 
provides an effective interpretation of texts from the functional 
perspective. However, the SFS approach has its weakness. It stresses 
functional systems but belittles structure (Liu Shisheng, 1997: 39), which 
















In “Investigating English Style” (1979), Crystal and Davy introduced an 
operational model for stylistic analysis, which innovatively integrates the 
linguistic description of formal linguistics and the stylistic analysis with 
reference to the situational context. The text analysis conducted with this 
approach is thus able to provide concrete lexical and grammatical 
descriptions, which are further interpreted in terms of situational 
dimensions.  
 
In view of the strength and the weakness of different approaches to 
stylistic studies, it would seem impossible to maintain that any specific 
approach is perfect.   
 
The Purpose and Scope of the Present Thesis 
English online company profiles (EOCP) refer to the publicity materials 
that are issued on the Internet by commercial corporations for the purpose 
of providing information about the company and its business. At the 
present age of information and globalization, the Internet is becoming a 
most important information source and an international communication 
medium. At the same time, the trend of globalization means that 
companies all over the world are eager to promote their business in the 
global market. As a result, more and more companies, at home and abroad, 
are issuing their profiles through the Internet to present themselves and to 
promote their business.  English online company profiles have thus 
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